
After the success of the inaugural Buxton Spa last summer, the event is back once again for 2015 - this year the 
sportive principally explores the Staffordshire Moorlands. With revised routes, village hall feed-stations and a new start 
venue, the 2015 Buxton Spa is set to eclipse the 2014 event – in addition this year's event incorporates our annual 
John “Tommo” Thompson ride, previously based from Carsington Water.
Starting just outside the centre of the historic Roman Spa town of Buxton, all routes now head South through Harper Hill 
and into the Peak District at Earl Sterndale. Passing over the river Dove, the riders pass out of Derbyshire into 
Staffordshire Moorlands. The short route takes a slightly extended path to the first feed-station at Warslow passing 
through Wetton, which the long and medium route visit later. The new figure of 8 layout of the long and medium route 
results in the riders visiting the Warslow feed-station twice. 
For the riders on the long and medium, the challenging ascent of Elkstone comes soon after the first feed, climbing up to 
one of the highest points of the Staffordshire Moorlands. From here the long route riders head further South out of the 
Peak Park and onto the Southerly loop. The medium route follows the edge of the Peaks before rejoining the long route 
at Winkhill. The long route finally starts heading back North at the climb of Freeway. From here it is onto the Tour of 
Britain climb of Star Bank before re-entering the Peak District at Winkhill. Dropping into and out of the majestic Manifold 
valley, the long and medium route riders will finally return to Warslow. 
The return leg takes all riders over Morridge (another ToB KOM) and the long ascent of Axe Edge. All routes finish with a 
nice, easy 5km descent back to the finish. 

Key Event Information 

Start Location
Buxton Community School, College Road, Buxton, 
Derbyshire, SK17 9EA

Parking 
There is limited parking on-site (follow event signs), 
when that's full parking is “DIY/on-street”

Registration

Registration opens at 7:30am
Start time between 7:45am – 9:30am
**We strongly advise all riders of the long 
route to start before 9:00am to ensure they 
reach the cut off time at the feed-stations**
Finish closes at 5:00pm

Registration process

At registration you will have to sign on where you will 
be provided with a SPORTident Si Card timing chip 
(a ‘dibber’) and a detailed route map.
The detailed route map will include positions of the 
feed-stations/control-points, public toilets and 
route split points. This is your own personal guide to 
the route, the route will be clearly marked but if you are 
ever unsure of where you are please refer to your map. 
Please keep your map with you for the duration of the 
event.



SPORTident timing
SPORTident timing is ultra reliable, 
weatherproof and provides you the rider 
with an instant post event time. 
Consisting of a SPORTident Si card or 
“dibber“ (a small plastic tag about 2′′ long 
with a timing chip in it) and a control box. 
The dibber records the time when you 
“dib” into control box.
At registration your dibber will be attached to your 
wrist.

There are 4 different places you need to “dib”
1. START  2. FEED-STATION(s)  3. FINISH  
4. DOWNLOAD BOX

At the start dib into the START BOX to begin your 
ride. DO NOT START WITHOUT DIBBING otherwise 
your time will not be recorded!
At every feed-station there will be a FEED-STATION 
BOX. It is COMPULSORY to STOP and dib even if 
you don’t want any sustenance.
At the finish dib in the FINISH BOX to stop the clock 
on your ride.
Finally return to event HQ and return the dibber and 
download your ride in the DOWNLOAD BOX. 
Instantly you will be printed a ride time for you route.

**The key things to remember is dibbing is 
compulsory NO EXCUSES** 

Course Signage 
The Buxton Spa route will be signed with distinctive 
Blue arrows on a Yellow background attached to 
lampposts/signposts/telegraph poles.

The route will be well signed however on long sections 
of unbroken road where the route is obviously 
straight on then it won't be signed just keep going 
straight! At difficult junctions where navigation isn’t 
easy we will put out confirmation arrows after the 
junctions. 

All route splits will be clearly marked with distinctive 
split arrow signs - these will be followed by route 
confirmation signs designating which route you are 
now following. 

If at any point you are unsure as to your location or 
think you may have gone off route please refer to the 
map provided. Do not continue on hoping to re-find the 
route. The Peak District is very easy to get lost in!

Care signs will be placed at the side of the road before 
dangerous junction/descents please adhere to them, 
they are there for your safety! Some of the descents 
are steep please take care and remember it is not a 
race! Respect other road users.

Beat the Bonk Feed-Station
Improved for 2015, our feed-stations will keep you 
topped up with a range of different brands of sports 
nutrition products supplied by Sheffield based 
independent online retailer Beat the Bonk. In addition 
there will also be water, biscuits, bananas and fruit 
squash. These are not to be relied on and riders are 
advised to carry what they require from the beginning.

Event Photos
Chris Meads is in charge of event photography. 
Photos will be uploaded & available to purchase here  
a few days after the event.
chrismeadsphotography.zenfolio.com

Event Certificates
Every Buxton Spa finisher will receive either a Gold, 
Silver or Bronze certificate (see timing award below).

Abandoning your event
If for any reason you are unable to continue but still 
able to ride please return to the HQ using your map as 
navigation. 

All riders who decide to abandon MUST return to HQ 
to return your ‘d ibber ’ and inform us your 
abandonment. We don’t want to be out searching for 
anyone after the event has finished!

At the finish 
At the finish make sure you ‘dib’ in the last 
checkpoint to stop the clock on your ride. Then make 
your way back to registration to return and download 
your time from the ‘dibber’ and receive your finishing 
certificate. 

Post ride refreshments
Hot drinks, cake and savoury snacks will be made 
available to all riders at the finish. 

http://www.beatthebonk.co.uk/
http://chrismeadsphotography.zenfolio.com


Route Map & Profiles  



Timing Awards

Buxton Spa Long 128.8km / 80miles

Buxton Spa Medium 87.9km / 54.5miles

Buxton Spa Short 61.1km / 38miles

Cut off Time

All riders must reach the cut off times at each feed-
station. 
If you fail to reach the controls/feed-stations by the 
prescribed times you will need to head directly back to 
HQ using the event map as supplied.

**Finish closes at 5:00pm prompt**

Essential Kit

No Helmet No Ride!
It’s that simple any rider who doesn’t 
have a cycling helmet at the start will 
not be allowed to start. No excuses! 
Only ANSI or BSI helmets – not 

climbing, caving or canoeing types
Mobile Phone, ID, Money..

All riders are required to carry a form of ID (in case of 
emergencies), mobile phone, watch and emergency 
money 

Bike 

Ensure your bike is roadworthy 
and in good working order 
approximately 1-2 weeks before 
the event in order to give 
yourself plenty of time to bed in 
new brake blocks, chains and cassettes, seat, new 
tyres etc. This way potential problems arise in advance 
of the event rather than on the day.   

Essential spare kit  

There is a broom wagon however all riders must be 
self sufficient so bring all the tools, pumps and tubes 
you would on a normal ride. 

✓ Road Pump (able to inflate to at least 85 psi)

✓ 2 inner tubes (minimum)

✓ Multi Tool (incl. chain tool)

✓ Power Link
✓ 2 Tyre Levers (they like to break when you 

most need them!)
✓ CO2 Canister (to re-inflate tyres back to over 

100psi). 

Essential clothes kit

Clothing Kit - keep your eye on the weather forecast 
and dress accordingly. Unless we are in the middle of a 
heat wave these are two extra things we definitely think 
you should carry:

✓ Arm-warmers 
✓ Packable Water Proof

Broomwagon
There will be an emergency support vehicle, this is 
there to help anyone with any major mechanicals. 

You are meant to be self sufficient so please ensure 
you have the tools and spares to cope with punctures 
and minor mechanicals etc. 

If you do however have any major problems please 
contact HQ (see emergency numbers on reverse of 
map) and we will arrange the broomwagon to come to 
your aid although be warned it may take some time.

**Show some camaraderie and help out 
fellow riders in need!**

Award Gold Silver Bronze

Men Sub 6hrs 00 Sub 7hr 30 7hr 30+

Women Sub 6hr 45 Sub 8hr 15 8hr 15+

Award Gold Silver Bronze

Men Sub 4hr 30 Sub 5hr 30 5hr 30+

Women Sub 5hr Sub 6hr 00 6hr 00+

Award Gold Silver Bronze

Men Sub 3hr 20 Sub 3hr 50 3hr 50+

Women Sub 3hr 45 Sub 4hr 15 4hr 15+

Route
Feed station

Warslow
One

Hawksmoor 
Wood

Warslow
Two

Long 10:30 13:00 15:00

Med 12:30 N/A 15:00

Short 12:30 N/A N/A



Litter 
Any riders found littering will be excluded. Litter bags 
are provided at all feed-stations so there is no 
excuse!! Keep litter/wrappers/cartons etc in your 
pockets until you reach a feed-station.

It is not a race!
Sportives are non-competitive event so please show 
respect to all riders and all other road users. The 
roads are open and whilst riding on the smaller lanes or 
where traffic is busy please ride in single file. Please 
also be particularly careful of horses & riders and 
warn them of your approach and then pass quietly and 
carefully.

Toilets
Please use the marked public toilets on the map and 
refrain from urinating in public! 

Route Conditions 
All Dark & White Cycling sportives are predominately 
held on small country lanes which are in places a little 
broken and rough. Look out for strips of gravel down 
the middle and at edges of chipped and sprayed roads. 
Watch out for mud on the road if the local farmers have 
been in and out the fields. We will do our best to put 
“Care” signs up if there any dangerous sections but 
please just take care on descents and don’t be 
surprised to come across a road filled with tractors, 
cows, sheep, horses or walkers!

Local bike shops
For any last minute bike issues/requirements here is a 
list of bike shops in the area

Mark Anthony Cycles, 115 Spring Gardens, Buxton, 
Derbyshire SK17 6BX 
01298 22002

Halfords, Broad Street, Leek, Staffs ST13 5NS 
01538 370900

Cheadle Cycles, Unit 1, Market Place, Cheadle, 
Staffordshire, ST10 1AH 
01538 756330

Hospitals 
Hopefully no one will need one of these but here are 
local A&E’s

University Hospital of North Staffordshire, City 
General, Newcastle Road, Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 6QG 
01782 674455

Leek Moorlands Hospital, Ashbourne Road, Leek, 
Staffs ST13 5BQ 
0300 123 1894 (minor injuries only)

Minor Injuries Unit Buxton Hospital, London Road, 
Buxton, Derbyshire, SK17 9NJ 
01298 212208 

Emergency numbers
These will be provided on the back of the Route Map 
handed out at registration.

Rules and Regulation 
Please make sure you read all the event here: rules & 
regulations

British Cycling Supported
This is a British Cycling registered and supported event - for more details on becoming a British Cycling member 
with all the associated benefits Click here for more information 

http://www.darkandwhite.co.uk/uploads/Road_cycling_Rules_and_Regulations.pdf
http://www.britishcycling.org.uk/membership


The Climbs of the Buxton Spa

Long route 128.8km including 10 climbs - Total Ascent 2660m (Garmin) 2322m (ridewithgps.com)

Medium route 87.9km including 8 climbs - Total Ascent 1850m (Garmin) 1685m (ridewithgps.com)

Short route 61.1km including 4 climbs - Total Ascent 1200m (Garmin) 1097m (ridewithgps.com)

En route you will find signs at the bottom of each climb informing you of the 
average gradient, metres of ascent & length of climb. See the following 
pages for detailed climb information & course planners comments.



All Routes
After dropping down the steep “off the edge of the world” descent 
to Crowdecote, the first official climb begins as you cross the river 
Dove and enter the Staffordshire Moorlands. The climb is split 
into two distinct steep sections; one at the bottom, another at the 
top, with a section of flat and even a slight descent in between. At 
the top make sure you take the time to look to your right and 
enjoy the magnificent views across the Staffordshire Moorlands.

Staffordshire

All Routes view on VeloViewer

After a picturesque run along the Manifold Valley the route turns 
West up yet another vicious short ascent. At only 700m it should   
not be too much of an ordeal however the 10.5% average is 
going to make it feel like a very long 700m that is for sure! The 
first section is extremely steep 25% and possibly more! Once you 
go around a gentle right hand corner the gradient will slacken we 
promise. A well earned feed-station at Warslow awaits you at the 
top.
long & medium route ascend The Dale twice.

Staffordshire

Long & Medium view on VeloViewer

One of the toughest ascent on the long & medium route. It is 
long, it is steep, it’s exposed and it arrives after over 100km of the 
ride. Many legs will turn to jelly on the ascent of Elkstone 
especially the steep section up through the hairpins of Upper 
Elkstone. Our best advice is to take it easy on the flat section at 
the beginning and towards the top as the steep section that 
follows each of these you will appreciate having saved some 
energy!

Staffordshire

Medium view on VeloViewer

Ouch! this is 1km of non-stop pain, hopefully you'll have a 
westerley breeze to help you up this! Drop initially into a dip then 
climb, climb, climb on relatively smooth tarmac until you meet the 
'ridge' road.

Staffordshire

Long view on VeloViewer

Short and sharp with a brief respite in the middle. After a fast 
descent finishing with two hump back bridges in succession the 
climb starts off along a narrow high hedge lined lane (beware of 
head on traffic). Gradients of this initial section rarely drop below 
10% making it a pretty painful affair. A short 100m section of 
descent allows your legs to recover in time for the final very steep  
(20%) 750m section to the top of Cats Edge.

Staffordshire

http://veloviewer.com/segment/7035750
http://veloviewer.com/segment/9943706
http://veloviewer.com/segment/9944057
http://veloviewer.com/segment/2731012
http://veloviewer.com/segment/9944057
http://veloviewer.com/segment/9943706
http://veloviewer.com/segment/2731012
http://veloviewer.com/segment/7035750


All Routes no segment available.

The final long ascent up to Axe Edge on one of the highest roads 
in the Peak District. The first and last section are the toughest, 
however a series of downs on your way to the top provide just the 
right amount of respite. Once you get to top all the hard work is 
now over with just a long, fast, approx. 5km freewheeling descent 
to the finish at Buxton to go!

Derbyshire

All routes view on VeloViewer

This is Peak District riding 'par excellence' as used on the Tour of 
Britain. Whilst the official climb is only 1km in length you will 
completed a whole lot of steady moorland climbing to get to the 
start. Averaging over 9% this climb is steep, the toughest section 
comes early on peaking at 16%. Stunning moorland views with the 
bonus at this time of year that the heather is your reward for your 
effort. Plus there's a wonderfully long, flowing descent to follow!

Staffordshire

Long no segment available.

The climb begins as you cross the A522 at Teanford and finishes 
at the Freeway Quarry. A relatively mundane climb which 
shouldn’t cause you too many issues. Once you turn left onto 
Gorsty Hill Road the climb does kick up to about 8/9% (please 
take care this lane is very narrow). A brief descent off Gorsty Hill 
to the main road to Freeway will provide a pleasant mid climb 
rest. The road then drags on up to the Quarry with odd section 
reaching 10%.

Staffordshire

Long view on VeloViewer

Frequently used on the Tour of Britain. This ascent begins with 
tough steep section out of the village of Oakamoor and gradients 
hold between 12-17% before finally easing to a more alpine 
7-8%. On a hot day the section through the trees will provide a 
well needed respite from the midday sun. This is the first of three 
big climbs on your northerly return to Buxton via the Staffordshire 
Moorlands. 

Staffordshire

Long & Medium view on VeloViewer

A vicious short ascent out of the Manifold Valley up to the remote 
Staffordshire village of Wetton. A very steep left hand hairpin 
kicks starts the clim, surrounded by dense vegetation the narrow 
lane is initially quite claustrophobic. Once you reach the right 
hand hairpin you are thrown back into the open Staffordshire 
countryside and the gradient slackens for a very brief period. 
However it will be over far too quickly before you are slugging it 
out with 15-20% gradients once again. Just over halfway up the 
climb the route turns left up Carr Lane. At the 1km mark the climb 
does finally relent with the final 200m at a more manageable 5% 
gradient.

Staffordshire

http://veloviewer.com/segment/5150203
http://veloviewer.com/segment/755548
http://veloviewer.com/segment/743162
http://veloviewer.com/segment/755548
http://veloviewer.com/segment/743162
http://veloviewer.com/segment/5150203

